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CAN WE PREDICT CUSTOMER

LIFETIME VALUE?

elationship marketing assumes that firms can be more profitable if

they identify the most profitable customers and invest disproportionate mar-

keting resources in them. While intuitive, such strategies presume that a firm

can accurately predict the future profitability of customers. In particular, we

argue that the feasibility of such strategies depends on the probabilities and

costs of misclassifying customers. This paper presents a detailed empirical

evaluation of how accurately the future profitability of customers can be

estimated. We evaluate a firm’s ability to estimate the future value of customers

using four data sets from different industries. Out-of-sample estimates of pre-

dictive accuracy are provided. We examine (1) the accuracy of predictions,

(2) how accuracy depends on the length of time over which estimates are made,

and (3) the predictors of the firm’s best customers. We propose the 20–55 and

80–15 rules. Of the top 20%, approximately 55% will be misclassified (and not

receive special treatment).Of the future bottom 80%, approximately 15% will be

misclassified (and receive special treatment). Thus, a firm cannot assume that

high-profit customers in the past will be profitable in the future nor can they

assume that historically low-profit will be low-profit customers in the future.
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INTRODUCTION

The long-term value (CLV) of a customer “represents
the present value of the expected benefits (e.g., gross
margin) less the burdens (e.g., direct costs of servic-
ing and communicating) from customers” (Dwyer,
1997, p. 7). CLV has become central to relationship
marketing (e.g., Sheth, Mittal, & Newman, 1999) and
customer equity approaches to marketing (e.g.,
Blattberg, Getz, & Thomas, 2001; Rust, Zeithaml, &
Lemon, 2000). “In relationship marketing, relation-
ships with single customers are interpreted as capi-
tal assets requiring appropriate management and
investment (e.g., Hennig-Thurau & Hansen, 2000,
p. 16).” Such approaches to marketing contend that
a firm can ultimately be more profitable by evaluat-
ing the profitability of customers and then designing
marketing programs for its best customers.
Disproportionate marketing resources should be allo-
cated to retaining best customers and keeping them
loyal. This strategy would seem to make obvious
sense, since it is common for a small percentage of
customers to account for a large percentage of rev-
enues and profits (Mulhern, 1999).

Using CLV or predictors of CLV (e.g., historical pur-
chasing behavior) to allocate marketing resources
assumes that the future value of a customer can be esti-
mated accurately. This assumption is rarely discussed
and there is little empirical evidence evaluating it. The
accuracy with which the future value of a customer can
be predicted falls along a continuum. One extreme is
where future behavior can be predicted perfectly given
the customer’s past behavior and the firm’s marketing
actions (in regression terms this would correspond to

). The other extreme is where the future behav-
ior of customers is independent of their past behavior
and the firm’s marketing actions (in regression this
would correspond to ). As Mulhern (1999, p. 28)
notes, “models incorporating predicted future purchas-
es are subject to a great deal of forecasting error,” but
he does not quantify how much forecasting error.

The firm considering whether or not to practice such
relationship marketing and customer equity strate-
gies must understand where it falls along this contin-
uum. Investing disproportionate resources in specific
customers makes unquestionable sense when their
future behavior can be predicted perfectly, but no
sense when future behavior is unpredictable ( ).R2 � 0

R2 � 0

R2 � 1

In the latter case, an egalitarian strategy where all
customers are treated equally or the quid-pro-quo
incentives discussed below should be used.

Suppose a firm offers two levels of treatment: “best-
customer” treatment and “normal” treatment.
Assuming the firm cannot predict the future behavior
of customers perfectly, the firm can misclassify cus-
tomers in two possible ways. It could misclassify a
future normal customer as a future best customer—
a false positive using the language of hypothesis
testing—or misclassify a future best customer as
future normal customer—a false negative. There are
costs associated with both types of misclassifications.
When a firm makes a false positive misclassification it
is spending scarce marketing resources to deliver best-
customer treatment to a future “normal” customer
whose behavior does not justify such treatment. It is
more difficult to quantify the costs of a false negative.
The customer who deserves best-customer treatment
but receives normal treatment could switch part or all
of its future expenditures to a competitor, spread neg-
ative word of mouth, etc. Whether or not a firm should
make disproportionate marketing investments across
customers depends on the probabilities and costs of
misclassifying customers. The costs of misclassifica-
tion have not be quantified in either the literature or
by business practitioners, to our knowledge.

Some examples illustrate our point. An executive who
has been using a credit card to spend a large amount
of money on expensive clothing, airline tickets, car
rentals, hotel rooms, cellular phone service, etc. may
retire and spend far less in these categories. This
executive goes from being a “best customer” of the
companies that provide these products or services to a
non-best customer. Showering this executive with dis-
cretionary marketing investments after retirement
may not be an optimal strategy. This is an example of
a false positive. Alternatively, someone who is not so
valuable today can, for example, take a new job and
become a star customer tomorrow—a false negative.

In using historical information to allocate marketing
investments a firm may be relying on chance purchas-
es. There will always be a certain level of randomness
in a customer’s purchases. Are the customers who
receive special treatment really better customers? Or,
are they customers who just happened to be “better”
during some recent period and will “regress” back to
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